WELCOME TO LUXMI TOKEN OFFICIAL WHITE PAPER

LUXMI TOKEN
(New Generation Cryptocurrency for Prosperity and Happiness)

Preserve Your Wealth Forever With The Blessing of MAA LUXMI
Get LUXMI Token in rewards with every transaction , straight in to
your crypto wallet. As value increases, so does the liquidity while
holders receive rewards. Win – Win for everyone!

LUXMI INTRODUCTION
The word ‘LUXMI’ (LAKASHMI) is derived from the Sanskrit word “Laksya”,
meaning ‘aim’ or ‘goal’. LUXMI is the goddess of wealth, prosperity,
auspiciousness, and good fortune. She is the goddess of purity, generosity,
and the embodiment of beauty, grace and charm. LUXMI coin is the one of
the oldest coin found in Anuradhapura period, Sri Lanka. The LUXMI coin
can be identified as a special type of coin. It can be described as a unique
type of coin that was found in Ancient Sri Lanka. These coins are known as
"Lakshmi coin" because of the feminine image on the face and a railed and
swastika symbol attached to the reverse. Our idea to choose the name for
our coin as LUXMI is to give credit, identity and respect to our ancient
currency LUXMI.
Why Moon if the dreams can be fullfilled on Earth with LUXMI
TOKEN.

ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN
'Blockchain technology has come a long way since the initial vision
published by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Big buzz words like "Bitcoin,"
"Blockchain," and "Cryptocurrency" are everywhere. Companies and
governments have started to use Blockchain Technology in earnest and
will increasingly do so for the foreseeable future.
Since its initial conception, Blockchain has encompassed both a social
promise and new technology. Originally proposed as a solution for
Bitcoin's Cryptocurrency record-keeping system, Blockchains are now
used to store the records of all types of applications.
Core services we all depend on like the transfer of money, voting, land
records, IP rights, and identity all rely on intermediaries. Blockchain
software has begun taking the place of these antiquated systems. The
software becomes the trusted record-keeping system, and the rules
programmed into the software become the intermediaries.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IS A BRILLIANT INNOVATION
ON THE INTERNET.
As the Digital Economy matures, Blockchain is revolutionizing the way we
do business and have fun.
TRADITIONALLY, A SERVER STORES ALL TYPES OF DATA IN A
CENTRALIZED PLACE, WHICH IS SUBJECT TO MAJOR SECURITY
RISKS. THE DEVELOPERS OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
ESTABLISHED A SYSTEM THAT DISPERSES THE DATA STORAGE
ACROSS COMPUTERS AROUND THE GLOBE. THE SECURITY OF
THIS SYSTEM IS UNPARARALLELED, WHICH IS WHY LUXMI
DEVELOPMENT TEAM DECIDED TO REBUILD AND MAKE NEW
CURRENCY THAT RUNS TO BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK. THIS WHITE
PAPER WILL CONVEY THE VISION FOR LUXMI TOKEN,

BINANCE SMART CHAIN (BSC)
Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain network built for running smart
contract-based applications. BSC runs in parallel with Binance’s native
Binance Chain (BC), which allows users to get the best of both worlds: the
high transaction capacity of BC and the smart contract functionality of
BSC.
Furthermore, Binance Smart Chain also implements the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM), which allows it to run Ethereum-based applications
like MetaMask.
The aim of the platform is to enable developers to build decentralized
applications (DApps) and help users manage their digital assets crosschain with low latency and large capacity. Binance Smart Chain has made
immense traction in early 2021 so far partly thanks to Ethereum’s
congestion and gas fee issues, which has caused developers and staking
investors to look for other options. The BSC community made the network
even more appealing to new users as a cost-effective and stable
alternative, by lowering its gas fee.

LUXMI TOKEN
LUXMI is a decentralized BEP-20 token that aims to bringing the advanced
generation platform. People will able to learn about blockchain and
cryptocurrency and make easy, fast, secure transaction by using userfriendly and top notch security feature platform . LUXMI Token is project
that is 100% run by its community. Like Bitcoin creator of LUXMI Token is
anonymous person or group .
We are not a MEME Token, we have launched LUXMI with a purpose and
utility in mind. Our Development team is situated in different parts. We are
100% dedicated and committed to getting this project successful and to
change lives of individuals with big dreams.
LUXMI is our highest priority; we are here forever and here to stay LUXMI
TOKEN will be the Universal Cryptocurrency Unit of the World, bare that in
mind before investing. 5% token of total supply is reserved for the ceo of
binance (Changpeng Zhao) for providing us BEP20 network that is more
appealing to new users as a cost-effective and stable alternative, by
lowering its gas fee.
So if you to be a part of a growing awesome community driven project
please read on….
NAME : LUXMI
Symbol : LXM
Contract Address: 0x5df2434ad0a7fc9c1e5911834636747e357f22a0
Technical Format : BEP20
Official Website: www.luxmitoken.com
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/luxmi.network/
Twitter : https://twitter.com/LuxmiToken

MISSION
Our Mission is to





Provide every holder with simple and effective ways to gain exposure
to digital assets.
Providing equal opportunities for every stakeholder to earn profit
without any discrimination.
To remove the obstacles faced while moving towards an advanced
financial ecosystem.
Operate as a community-focused and community driven digital asset,
fully decentralized in every sense of the word.

VISION
We aspire to "Convert Every Wallet in Crypto Wallet." We envision a world
where wealth-building strategies that were once only accessible to affluent
individuals become available to everyone, transferring the power over our
financial systems back to the people. Our platform is going to create a
revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into digital assets, helping to
maintain their privacy, security, power, and autonomy. We strive to create
an ecosystem based watch and reward/ Make and reward sound monetary
policy and all the foundational strength that comes with a sound digital
asset.

FEATURES
Community Driven – LUXMI is decentralized and governed by its vibrant,
supportive, and amazing community members. Our team and community
volunteers welcome and embrace diverse perspectives to help build LUXMI
into one of the best decentralized communities in the crypto world.

Auto LP Acquisition – Every trade contributes toward automatically
generating liquidity locked inside PancakeSwap LP.
LUXMI Token features a self-sustaining liquidity pool that sucks up tokens
from transactions in the form of fees and adds them to LUXMI liquidity pool
on PancakeSwap. This adds a solid price floor for the token. It also
penalizes selling activities, thereby discouraging whales from dumping the
token in the markets. 5% of every transaction contributes toward
automatically generating liquidity.
Token Reflection – LUXMI Token belongs to that class of token which
rewards their investors for just holding them. More you hold them over time
the reward amount increases. As Luxmi token grows and attain success
with increased transactions so the reward increases for the investors. We
believe this mechanism provides investors with an active stake in LUXMI
success. Five percent of each transaction is redistributed to token
holders For every active user transaction, Five percent LUXMI Rewards
are granted to holders' proportional to the amount of tokens currently held.
Simply Hold LUXMI token and watch your holdings continuously increase in
real time.
Security – LUXMI Token is powered by Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and
enjoys the best security and safety protocols that crypto technology has
to offer.

OUR PROJECTS
We have several innovative projects we are working on. These projects are
designed to set the ball rolling on our goal of creating an improved and a
new generation DeFi world. Below are the Some innovative projects Team
LUXMI is working on.

LUXMI NFT
Concept LUXMI NFT is a visionary idea of an online Art platform where
absolutely all the NFT will be hosted and controlled by the users of the
platform. Proprietary NFT marketplace that is bringing artists and art lovers
under one virtual roof. Create, buy and sell NFTs with ease on our userfriendly platform. Interact with members of the NFT community and share
your favorite NFTs and ideas.
Buy/Sell NFTs & Collectibles on our marketplace platform. We will launch
our unique LUXMI NFT 3D Art models with different features and
accessories. We will also have a unique design NFT Series.

LUXMI DEX ( Decentralized Exchange)
Decentralized Exchanges (DEX) are a type of Cryptocurrency exchange
whichallows for direct peer-to-peer Cryptocurrency transactions to take
place online securely and without the need for an intermediary. We are
going to Simplify the Decentralized Exchanges So people can use & work
on DEX with an ease.
Future versions will offer additional DeFi features such as: BSC BEP token
swap, Liquidity Provision and Rewards, Automated Market Making, Live
Trading with Stop-limit Orders.

LUXMI CRYPTO EDUCATIONAL APPS
Create a platform that is simple a free resource that provides open-access,
high-quality crypto education to the world. People are still untouched and
unaware about the cryptocurrency world.
Our mission at LUXMI is to empower the individual through cryptocurrency
and we believe that journey begins with knowledge. So to educate people
about cryptocurrency we are going to launch crypto educational
applications soon. We know that the lack of knowledge about
cryptocurrency is one of the main barriers to entry in cryptocurrency market
— which is where LUXMI Crypto education APPS can help. These apps
will educate people from basics to advanced level of cryptocurrency.
LUXMI fulfills the dreams of all crypto lovers, be it a crypto expert or
laymen in the field. It caters to all levels of knowledge and interest — from
the crypto-curious to the crypto-native. Anyone can start here from basics
of cryptocurrency like bitcoin, can have deep knowledge of big projects in
DeFi , can learn concepts of trading and investing. It gives a platform for
having knowledge of crypto-world and also tells the way to securely
investing your hard earned money.
LUXMI Apps is also a platform for crypto experts to share their knowledge
with the world.

E-COMMERCE
LUXMI GOLD COINS : The easiest way to buy 24K pure gold LUXMI
COINS online.
A digital platform that allows you to buy and take delivery of 24k physical
LUXMI Gold Coin from our Website in near future. Get 24K LUXMI Gold

Coin delivered to your doorstep. Pay for LUXMI gold coins either with
LUXMI Tokens or in any other Fiat currencies, 24K Pure Gold Quality
Guaranteed , 100% Secure with Delivery Insurance, Best Prices in the
market. Order Tracking & Support.

CHARITY DONATIONS
LUXMI is more than just a personal financial opportunity it’s the blessing of
Maa LUXMI and it aims to not only help the world but inspire competitors to
really look to placing wealth where it matters the most.HARITY DONATIONS

Tokenomics
Tax distribution
• Every LUXMI Token transaction has a 15% automatic tax.
• The transaction is smartly distributed to achieve optimum balance
between volatility management, returns and growth.
• Marketing Budget Allocation : 5% of each transaction is held as
marketing budget to correct market volatility or increase growth rate
by marketing.
• Reflection: 5% of each transaction is redistributed to token holders.
That means you can earn more coins by just holding them in your
wallet.
• Note :- Centralized exchanges /wallets may not apply tokenomics.
• LP Acquisition: 5% of every transaction contributes toward
automatically generating liquidity. Auto-growing Liquidity with each
trade, the underlying liquidity automatically grows. This means a
stronger token, and less volatility.

Token Distribution
Token Name: LUXMI
Token Code : LXM
Network Type : BEP20
Contract Address:
0x5df2434ad0a7fc9c1e5911834636747e357f22a0
Total Supply: 51,000,000,000 (51Billion)
Dev and Team
10% of Total supply
Marketing and Product Development: 5% of Total supply
Manual Burn : 5% of Total supply
Relief Fund: 15% of Total supply
Donation to CEO of Binance Smart Chain : 5% of Total supply
Public Sale 40% of Total supply
CEX Sale
20 % 0f Total Supply.

ROADMAP
Creation of Team
R&D in Blockchain networks, Defi, Cefi, Security
Verified Smart Contract Creation
Publish Whitepaper

Phase 2
Website Launch
Build a social media network
PreSale
Listing on Pancakeswap
Liquidity locked
Update Logo BscScan

Phase 3
Apply for CoinGecko
Apply for Coin market cap
Marketing on Twitter Facebook and all other Social Media.
First Audit
Advertising on Crypto Sites
Focus on promoting a strong community

Phase 4
Second audit
Marketing
Website Redesign
Launch Luxmi Dex
Central Exchange Listing

Phase 5
LUXMI Crypto Educational Apps
Promotion and Campaigning events

Phase 6
Release NFT Market Place, NFT Collection.
Start Donation to Charity of Community.
Promotion and campaigning events.

Phase 7
Release LUXMI GOLD COINS.
Partnership with coin payments that allows merchants across the world
on ecommerce platforms the ability to accept LUXMI TOKEN as
payment if they choose.

DISCLAIMER
Potential purchasers of LUXMI tokens must personally consider and
evaluate all risks and uncertainties around crypto currencies and this
whitepaper and its contained information shall not be considered Legal,
Financial, and Business, Tax or Investment advice. LUXMI and its Affiliates
and Respective Officers, Employees, or Agents in relation to LUXMI.
LUXMI will not be liable for any damages, including lost profits, loss of
revenue, or third-party loss, whether foreseeable or not. For the avoidance
of doubt, LUXMI expressly disclaims any responsibility for any direct or
consequential loss or damage of any sort arising directly or indirectly from
(i) reliance on any information in this whitepaper, (ii) any error, omission, or
inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any action resulting there from, or
(iv) usage or acquisition of LUXMI platform .Please seek necessary advice
from your tax advisor, your legal or any other professional advisor or your
local authorities when you plan to LUXMI.

